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Summary 
Reliable estimates of nutrient loads discharged to the sea are important for 

managing marine and upstream water resources. Most major river mouths in 

Sweden are monitored for discharge and nutrient concentrations. These data 

are used together with direct point source loads as the basis for annual load 

estimates. The estimates are used as a basis for national environmental 

policy and they are reported to international bodies such as the EEA (SoE 

TCM report), OSPAR (OSPAR RID report) and HELCOM (PLC-Annual 

report). The Pollution Load Compilation-Annual (PLC-Annual) report to 

HELCOM is used as evidence for managing eutrophication in the Baltic 

Sea.  

The reliability of load estimates based on monitoring data in gauged 

catchments is affected by uncertainty in the discharge and nutrient 

concentration data. Knowledge about the uncertainty associated with the 

load estimate values is of fundamental importance when using these data as 

a basis for management decisions, e.g. for assessing fulfillment of national 

environmental objectives, or analysing trends in the loads over time (i.e. is it 

a real change that is observed or is it a result of data uncertainty?). In the 

PLC-Annual reports for 2015 and onwards both the loads and the estimated 

uncertainty in the loads should be reported. The aim of this study was to 

quantify uncertainty in discharge data resulting from rating curve 

uncertainty and its impact on uncertainty in the nitrogen and phosphorous 

PLC-Annual load estimates at selected river mouths. 

In total there are 34 river mouth stations for which the PLC-Annual load 

calculations are based entirely on measured discharge (i.e. no modelled data 

are used). We used data from the 12 river mouth stations that are run by the 

Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute, SMHI, for which data 

were available to estimate discharge uncertainty. These stations are 

representative of all the 34 stations in terms of catchment characteristics 

except for a lower degree of river regulation. Discharge was calculated 

indirectly from water level (stage) at all these stations using a rating curve, 

which is fitted to stage–discharge gaugings. For each discharge station we 

used 15-minute water-level data for 2005–2014 and the stage–discharge 

gaugings that had been used to fit the current rating curve equation. 

Rating curve uncertainty was estimated with the Voting Point likelihood 

method in a Monte Carlo analysis, essentially estimating multiple feasible 

rating-curve parameter sets that are compatible with the uncertain gauging 

data. We estimated 40,000 rating curves and the method succeeded in 
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capturing the uncertainty in the gauging data at all stations. Only a few of 

the stations had extrapolated rating curves during the time period and most 

of the stations had a well constrained rating curve uncertainty for the mid 

and high flow range.  

For each rating curve a time series of discharge was calculated from the 

stage time series and aggregated to daily values. The 90% uncertainty 

interval for the relative uncertainty in the daily flow percentiles was around 

±15–50% for low flows (Q95, i.e. the flow exceeded 95% of the time), 

±10% for mean flow, and around ±10–25% for high flows (Q0.1 and 

Q0.01). These estimates include both model and data error, which means 

that they are likely conservative estimates. Rating curves are normally 

updated continuously as new data become available. Effects of historic 

rating curve updates were visible in the official discharge time series for 

some of the stations (as differences in comparison to the PLC-Annual 

discharge data). These differences were of a similar magnitude as the 90% 

uncertainty interval from the rating-curve uncertainty estimated here. The 

uncertainties we estimated from the gauging data were therefore 

representative of those stemming from real rating-curve changes in the last 

10 years.  

The nutrient load uncertainty was estimated by repeating the PLC-Annual 

load calculation method (interpolation of monthly nutrient concentrations to 

daily values that are then multiplied by discharge) for each estimated 

discharge time series. As a result of the rating curve uncertainty, the 

estimated relative uncertainty in the PLC-Annual nitrogen and phosphorous 

loads was ±7–14% (the half-widths of the 90% interval). However, there 

were biased uncertainty distributions up to ±30–40% for individual years as 

a result of errors in the water-level time series (that had been updated after 

the data was delivered for the load calculations). We therefore recommend 

that the historic load estimates are updated regularly in the future to take 

advantage of successive data quality improvements. 

The potential impact of load uncertainty should be considered when load 

estimates are used for other analyses or as a basis for policy decisions. We 

expect a greater impact on load comparisons between catchments compared 

to between sea basins, and for individual years compared to long-term 

averages. Trend analyses are expected to be obscured where the magnitude 

of the uncertainty is large in relation to the strength of the measured trend. 

This study has quantified the uncertainty arising from discharge data and 

has established an uncertainty estimation method that can be extended to 

include other components of the total load uncertainty. We recommend that 

future studies build on the current method to include uncertainty 
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components from the nutrient concentration data and temporal sampling. 

Furthermore, investigations of discharge uncertainty in other HELCOM 

countries are recommended as uncertainties may differ greatly depending on 

hydrometric pre-conditions and available data.  
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Sammanfattning 
Data över belastning av kväve och fosfor på havet från flodmynningar är ett 

viktigt beslutsunderlag för vattenförvaltningen – speciellt för arbetet med att 

begränsa övergödning i Östersjön. Vid de flesta större flodmynningar i 

Sverige mäts vattenföring kontinuerligt samt kväve- och fosforhalter varje 

månad. Från dessa data beräknas kväve- och fosforbelastningen på årsbasis 

och dessa data används som underlag för svensk vattenförvaltning samt 

rapporteras till internationella organ såsom EEA (SoE TCM-

rapporteringen), OSPAR (OSPAR RID-rapporteringen) och HELCOM 

(PLC-Annual-rapporteringen). Vid kommande PLC-Annual-rapporteringar 

från och med för år 2015 ska även osäkerheten i de beräknade 

belastningsvärdena rapporteras. 

Belastningsberäkningen påverkas av osäkerheter i de vattenföringsdata och 

närsaltskoncentrationsdata som används för beräkningen. Flera 

internationella studier har visat att vattenföringsdata kan ha en betydande 

osäkerhet. Detta är en konsekvens av att vattenföring vid de flesta 

mätstationer beräknas indirekt från vattennivådata med hjälp av en 

avbördningskurva som anpassas till samtidiga mätningar av vattennivå och 

vattenföring. Denna studies mål var att undersöka osäkerhet i 

belastningsdata som en konsekvens av osäkerhet i vattenföringsdata vid ett 

tiotal av de flodmynningsstationer som används för de svenska 

belastningsberäkningarna. Kunskap om osäkerheten i den beräknade 

belastningen är av grundläggande betydelse när data används för olika typer 

av analyser (ex. identifiering av trender och jämförelser mellan områden) 

samt som beslutsunderlag. Dessutom utgör studien underlag för 

osäkerhetsskattningarna i kommande PLC-Annual-rapporteringar. 

Vid PLC-Annual-beräkningarna används enbart uppmätt vattenföringsdata 

(d.v.s. ingen modellerad data) för 34 stationer. Av dessa 34 stationer 

användes de 12 som drivs av SMHI, eftersom det enbart var för dessa som 

avbördningssambanden var tillgängliga. Stationerna är spridda över hela 

landet förutom mellersta ostkusten. De är representativa för övriga stationer 

vad gäller de flesta metadata (storlek, sjöprocent, medelårsbelastning av 

kväve och fosfor), dock med en generellt lägre regleringsgrad. 

Osäkerhetsanalysen gjordes för 2005–2014 och de data som användes var 

avbördningskurvor med tillhörande mätningar, 15-minuters 

vattenståndstidsserier, månatliga kväve- och fosforkoncentrationer, PLC-

Annual belastningsdata samt stationsmetadata.  
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Osäkerheten i vattenförings- och belastningsdata beräknades på följande 

sätt. Totalt beräknades 40 000 möjliga avbördningskurvor i en Monte Carlo-

osäkerhetsanalys med Voting Point likelihood-metoden. Metoden tar hänsyn 

till osäkerheter i mätningarna som ligger till grund för avbördningskurvan 

samt till osäkerheter kopplade till ofullständig kunskap om relationen 

mellan vattenstånd och vattenföring (t.ex. på grund av extrapolation till 

omätta flödesintervall). För varje beräknad avbördningskurva beräknades 

sedan en tidsserie med vattenföring på 15-minutersnivå utifrån 

vattenståndsdata och därefter dygnsmedelvattenföringen. Den 

multiplicerades sedan med koncentrationsdata för kväve och fosfor som 

interpolerats till dygnsvärden utifrån månadsvisa mätningar för att få 

belastningen. Slutligen beräknades årsbelastningen och på så sätt erhölls en 

hel fördelning med 40 000 belastningsvärden per år som beskriver 

osäkerheten i belastningsdata som en konsekvens av osäkerhet i 

vattenföringsdata. 

Resultaten visar att 90 % intervallet för osäkerheten i dygnsvattenföringen 

för lågflöden var runt ±15–50% (för Q95, d.v.s. det dygnsflöde som 

överskrids 95% av tiden), för medelflöden ±10%, och för högflöden ±10–

25% (Q0.1 och Q0.01). Dessa osäkerhetsskattningar inkluderar både data- 

och modellosäkerhet vilket betyder att de bör vara konservativt skattade. 

Vattenföringsdata uppdateras normalt kontinuerligt allt eftersom 

avbördningskurvan förbättras. Effekten av att avbördningskurvan hade 

uppdaterats (och att vattenföringstidsserien därmed hade korrigerats 

retrospektivt) syntes vid flera stationer vid en jämförelse med de 

vattenföringsdata som använts för PLC-Annual beräkningarna (och som 

levereras varje år). De skillnader som dessa uppdateringar gav upphov till 

var av liknande storleksordning som den osäkerhet vi beräknade här. Vår 

osäkerhetsskattning var därmed representativ för förändringar i 

avbördningskurvorna som skett de senaste 10 åren vid vissa av stationerna.  

Osäkerheten i PLC-Annual belastningsdata uppskattades som en 

konsekvens av osäkerheten i avbördningskurvorna till ±7–14% (halva 

bredden av 90% intervallet). Enskilda år var det dock större osäkerheter med 

systematiskt förskjutna osäkerhetsfördelningar på upp till ±30–40%. Detta 

berodde på fel i vattenståndstidsserierna som hade justerats efter att data 

levererats för PLC-Annual beräkningarna. Vi rekommenderar därför att de 

historiska belastningsberäkningarna uppdateras med aktuell vattenföring 

årligen för att dra nytta av successiva kvalitetsförbättringar. 

Den potentiella påverkan av osäkerheter i belastningsdata bör tas i beaktan 

när data används för andra analyser samt för förvaltningsbeslut. Hur stor 

påverkan av osäkerheterna blir beror på vilka analyser och jämförelser som 
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görs samt vilken rumslig och tidsmässig skala som används. Vi förväntar 

oss en större påverkan på jämförelser mellan enskilda avrinningsområden 

jämfört med mellan havsbassänger, samt för individuella år jämfört med 

flerårsmedelvärden. Trendanalyser försvåras där osäkerheten är stor i 

förhållande till styrkan av den uppmätta trenden. 

Monte Carlo-osäkerhetsmetoden som användes här är generellt tillämplig 

för att beräkna osäkerheten i vattenföring vid alla stationer där avbördnings-

kurvor används. Det rekommenderas att avbördningskurvedata och vatten-

föringsosäkerheter undersöks även i andra HELCOM länder, eftersom 

osäkerheterna kan skilja sig stort åt beroende på de hydrometriska 

förutsättningarna och tillgängliga data. Den här studien har kvantifierat 

osäkerheten i belastningsdata på grund av osäkerhet i vattenföringsdata och 

etablerat en metod som kan utvecklas till att inkludera andra komponenter 

av den totala belastningsosäkerheten. Vi rekommenderar att framtida studier 

bygger vidare på denna metod och kvantifierar osäkerheter i 

koncentrationsdata av kväve och fosfor samt osäkerheter på grund av 

begränsad tidsmässig provtagning.  
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Introduction 
Reliable estimates of nutrient loads discharged to the sea are an important 

part of the evidence base required for management of marine water 

resources and for assessing measures to reduce eutrophication. In Sweden, 

most major river mouths are monitored for discharge and nutrient 

concentrations. These data are used together with point source loads as the 

basis for annual load estimates. The estimates are used as a basis for 

national environmental policy and they are reported to international bodies 

such as the EEA (SoE TCM report), OSPAR (OSPAR RID report) and 

HELCOM (PLC-Annual report). The Pollution Load Compilation-Annual 

(PLC-Annual) report to HELCOM is used as evidence for managing 

eutrophication in the Baltic Sea.  

The reliability of load estimates based on monitoring data in gauged 

catchments is affected by uncertainty in the discharge and nutrient 

concentration data from which they are calculated. Knowledge about the 

uncertainty associated with the load estimate values is of fundamental 

importance when using these data as a basis for management decisions, e.g. 

for assessing fulfillment of national environmental objectives, or trends in 

the loads over time (i.e. is it a real change that is observed or is it a result of 

data uncertainty?). In the PLC-Annual reports for 2015 and onwards both 

the loads and the estimated uncertainty in the loads should be reported. 

There is therefore a need to investigate the impact of uncertainties in the 

discharge and nutrient concentration data on the yearly load estimates. In 

this study we assessed the impact of discharge data uncertainty on the 

nutrient load uncertainty. 

Discharge data is calculated from water level (stage) time series using a 

rating curve at most gauging stations worldwide. The rating curve is fitted to 

simultaneous gaugings of water level and discharge at different flow 

conditions. Uncertainty in the rating curve depends on uncertainty in the 

stage–discharge data used to fit the rating curve and on uncertainty related 

to the model approximation of the true stage–discharge relation. The latter is 

particularly important at ungauged flow levels where the curve needs to be 

extrapolated, and where there is temporal variability in the stage–discharge 

relation. Uncertainty in the highest flows can be large; they occur seldom, 

are often difficult to gauge reliably, and the rating curve may need to be 

extrapolated (Westerberg and McMillan, 2015). Uncertainty in the stage 

time series data include digitisation errors and errors during periods with ice 

or stilling-well drawdown effects. Stage measurement uncertainty is often 

assumed to be small compared to discharge measurement uncertainty 
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(McMillan et al., 2012). Many international studies have found that 

uncertainty in discharge data: 1) can be substantial (values around ±20–80% 

for low flows, ±10–15% for average flows, and ±15–40% for high flows 

have typically been found, but with large variability in-between sites), 2) is 

dependent on place-specific factors, and 3) that the uncertainty is often large 

at high flows, when nutrient load transport is large (Coxon et. al, 2015; 

Juston et al., 2012; McMillan et al., 2012; Petersen-Overleir et al., 2009; 

Westerberg et al., 2016).  

Aim of this study 

Given 1) the need to understand uncertainty in load estimates in general, 2) 

the requirement to report uncertainty in the PLC-Annual load estimates, and 

3) the uncertainty in discharge data found internationally, there is a need to 

investigate the uncertainty in discharge data for Swedish river mouths, and 

its impact on nutrient load estimates. The aim of this study was therefore to 

quantify uncertainty in discharge data and its impact on uncertainty in 

nitrogen and phosphorous annual load estimates at around 10 selected river 

mouths. 
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Data 
The PLC-Annual load calculations are made for all river mouths and the 

small coastal land areas in-between them. Here we analysed metadata for 

the 34 river mouths where the load calculations are based only on observed 

discharge from nearby stations (i.e. no modelled discharge has been used). 

The aim was to select a representative sample of around 10 of these stations 

for the uncertainty analysis. However, rating curve data were only available 

for the 12 stations that are managed by the SMHI (Figure 1 and Table 1). 

The other stations are mostly run by hydropower companies for which 

SMHI is not allowed to disclose information about rating curves and for 

some of these stations other discharge measurement methods are used. We 

used all the 12 SMHI stations for the uncertainty analyses in this study.  

The selected stations are located in the southern and northern, as well as the 

eastern and south-western parts of the country, but there were no stations in 

the middle of the east coast (Figure 1). An analysis of the metadata for the 

selected stations in relation to all 34 discharge stations shows that they are 

representative in terms of most catchment characteristics (Figure 2). The 

SMHI stations include one very large catchment (Kalix älv in the north, 

23,800 km
2
) and the smallest catchment of all the river mouth stations (Råån 

in the south, 193 km
2
). The most noticeable difference between the metadata 

for the SMHI stations and all the discharge stations is that the SMHI stations 

have a lower degree of river regulation. This is because the catchments that 

have a high degree of regulation have discharge stations operated by the 

hydropower companies that regulate them. 
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Figure 1 The locations of the river-mouth discharge stations (only the stations 

where the PLC-Annual estimates are based exclusively on measured discharge), 

the selected stations (i.e. those operated by SMHI), and their catchments. 
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Figure 2 Distribution of catchment characteristics for the selected (SMHI) 

stations (black) in comparison with the characteristics of all the discharge 

stations (red). 

 

For each SMHI discharge station we used 15-minute water-level data from 

2005-01-01 to 2014-12-31 and the gauging data of water-level (stage) and 

discharge used to fit the current rating-curve equation. There were between 

7 and 43 gaugings per rating curve (at many stations more gaugings have 

been taken historically that are not used today). The gaugings were from the 

mid 1950’s and onwards, with one as early as 1943. Discharge gauging 

methods have changed over time from current meters to acoustic Doppler 

current profiler instruments (ADCP), which were introduced in major rivers 

around 1995 and in smaller rivers around 2002–2005. As the gauging 

frequency is not high (around 1 gauging per year) there is not much Swedish 

data for comparing the accuracy of the different measurement methods. 

However, international comparisons have shown some systematic 

differences in high-flow gaugings depending on method, such as 

overestimation of depth and consequently high flows in current meter 
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gaugings, if not corrected for (M. Lennermark, SMHI, personal 

communication). Water level has been measured and recorded automatically 

at seven of the stations and using paper diagrams that are later digitised at 

five of the stations (with generally lower accuracy). 

 

Table 1. Characteristics of the selected river mouth catchments 

Station 

number River 

Discharge 

station 

Total 

catchment 

area [km2] 

Area 

discharge 

station 

[km2] 

Degree 

of 

regula-

tion [%]  

Lake 

area 

[%]  

N load 

[ton-

nes] 

P load 

[ton-

nes] 

Moni-

tored 

area N 

& P [%] 

17 Kalixälven Räktfors 23846 17387 0 5 3270 186 100 

20 Råneälven Niemisel 4207 3779 0 4 547 24 90 

2506 Öreälven Torrböle 2 3029 2860 0 2 470 34 94 

1621/ 

200021 Emån Emsfors 4471 4441 11 7 1024 22 99 

855 Alsterån Getebro 1525 1333 4 6 279 6 87 

1962 Ljungbyån Källstorp 2 758 342 0 2 225 3 97 

2400 Lyckebyån Mariefors 810 801 0 5 204 5 100 

186 Mörrumsån Mörrum 3369 3361 20 13 799 24 100 

2127 Råån 

Brödde-

backen 193 156 0 0 390 5 86 

2201 Viskan Åsbro 3 2202 2160 10 6 1497 54 98 

257 Örekilsälven Munkedal 1340 1335 3 4 697 32 100 

751 

Enningdals-

älven 

Vass-

botten 782 624 5 11 277 6 81 

1 The discharge station in Emån is number 1621, Emsfors. This station was used to estimate the rating curve 

uncertainty. However, the river mouth station discharge includes a small contribution from a dam for low flows 

and the summed discharge is reported with station number 20002. We added this contribution in the same way 

as in the official discharge data. 

 

The water quality stations were located close to the discharge stations in 

most catchments. We used monthly measurements of total nitrogen and total 

phosphorous, which are the same data that are used to calculate the PLC-

Annual loads. Where the discharge station was located upstream of the 

water quality station, specific discharge and catchment area was used to 

calculate the discharge at the water quality station (following Sonesten, 

2011).  
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Methods 
After analysing the available data, we estimated the load uncertainty 

through three main steps (Figure 3): 1) estimation of rating curve parameter 

uncertainty, 2) propagation of rating curve uncertainty to discharge data 

uncertainty, and 3) propagation of discharge data uncertainty to nutrient 

load uncertainty.  

 

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the method used to estimate nutrient load 

uncertainty in the study. The green boxes illustrate the input data required for 

each step. 

 

Estimation of discharge data uncertainty 

Estimation of rating curve uncertainty 

Uncertainty in the rating curve model of the stage–discharge relation at the 

gauging station arises as a result of two sources: 1) incomplete knowledge 

about the stage–discharge relation (e.g. where the curve is extrapolated at 

very high flows or where the relation changes over time), and 2) uncertainty 

in the gaugings (i.e. the measurements) of discharge and water level used to 

fit the rating curve. Both of these uncertainty sources were accounted for in 

this study, using the Voting Point likelihood method (McMillan and 

Westerberg, 2015). 

The method essentially consists of estimating multiple feasible rating curves 

consistent with the uncertain gauging data (using Monte Carlo Markov 

Chain sampling). From each estimated rating curve a discharge time series 

can then be calculated from water level to obtain the uncertainty in the 
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discharge data. The rating curve forms were constrained to the functional 

form of the official rating curves, which were multi-section power law 

curves with two or three sections. The prior parameter bounds were chosen 

as standardised ranges defined relative to the official parameter values, and 

were adjusted for some stations to better capture the uncertainty in the 

gauging data. A full description of the method is given by McMillan and 

Westerberg (2015). 

The gauging data uncertainty depends on the gauging conditions and 

methods. Discharge measurement methods have changed over time from 

current meters to ADCPs. The relative uncertainties at low flows are 

normally higher because of greater inaccuracies of hydro-acoustic and 

current meter measurements in shallow and low-velocity flow situations 

(Petersen-Øverleir et al., 2009; McMillan et al., 2012; Le Coz et al., 2014). 

We used an estimate of discharge uncertainty as logistic distribution 

functions based on gauging data for 1962–2012 from 26 stations with stable 

stage–discharge relations in England and Wales (Coxon et al., 2015). The 

estimate thus includes data from a similar time period as for the Swedish 

rating curves, during which there has been a switch from current meters to 

ADCPs in both countries (occurring a few years earlier in Sweden). 

Furthermore, the UK estimate accounts for greater low-flow measurement 

uncertainty that may occur for both current meters and hydro-acoustic 

measurements (see above). The 95% relative error bounds of the logistic 

distribution ranged from ±13% for medium to high flows to ±25% for low 

flows. Note that the logistic probability distribution has heavy tails – i.e. 

representing that few gaugings have high uncertainties and the majority 

have lower values. Consequently, the 80% bounds were much narrower, 

±8% for medium to high flows and ±15% for low flows. The discharge 

uncertainty figures are in line with those given by Pelletier (1988) for 

current meters. An analysis of the rating-curve residuals for the 12 stations 

in the study showed deviations mostly within these magnitudes and a similar 

increase for low flows. A uniformly sampled stage uncertainty of ±5mm in 

each gauging was used based on previous studies (McMillan et al., 2012). 

Estimation of discharge uncertainty 

The discharge data uncertainty was then estimated by calculating a 

discharge time series for each of the 40,000 sets of estimated rating curve 

parameters, resulting in 40,000 time series of discharge. Uncertainties in the 

time series of water level were not included (this requires detailed 

knowledge about measurement conditions and time series data quality at 

each station). Finally the 15-minute discharge time series were aggregated 

to daily time series for use in the nutrient load uncertainty estimation. 
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Estimation of nutrient load uncertainty  

The loads of nitrogen and phosphorous were calculated using the same 

method as for the PLC-Annual calculations (see e.g. Sonesten, 2011). First 

the monthly nitrogen and phosphorous concentrations were interpolated 

linearly to daily values and then they were multiplied by the 40,000 daily 

discharge time series to obtain 40,000 realisations of the daily loads. If the 

catchment area of the discharge stations differed from the upstream area of 

the water quality sampling station, the specific discharge (i.e. discharge 

divided by catchment area) was used to calculate the discharge at the water 

quality station. Finally the daily loads were aggregated to yearly load values 

to obtain a distribution of 40,000 nutrient load values for each year in the 

period 2005–2014 that quantify the nutrient load uncertainty as a result of 

discharge data uncertainty. 
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Results 

Estimated rating curve uncertainty 

The estimated rating curve uncertainty captured the uncertainty in the 

gauging data at all the stations, disregarding outlier points. Four of the 

rating curves are shown in Figure 4, where the blue colours represent 

percentiles of the distribution of discharge calculated from all the rating 

curves for a certain stage value. Narrower coloured intervals mean that there 

are more rating-curve samples and therefore higher probability density for 

the flow. The uncertainty distributions were mostly well constrained by the 

gauging data with the highest relative uncertainties at low flows and 

somewhat higher values at high flows compared to the mid flow range.   

There were comparably small degrees of extrapolation and none of the 

stations had out-of-bank sections (documented or visible as a sharp change 

in the high-flow rating) – both of which can cause considerable uncertainty 

in high flow data. The gauging data covered the complete stage range in the 

period 2005–2014 for five of the stations. Four of the stations were 

extrapolated between 6 and 30 cm for low flows and six were extrapolated 

between 2 and 35 cm for high flows. The Bröddebacken station (no. 2127) 

with the smallest catchment area had the largest rating curve extrapolation. 

This in combination with scatter in the high-flow gaugings contributed to 

substantial uncertainty in the high-flow data. Most of the stations had rating 

curves that had been updated in the last 10–15 years. For three of the 

stations where an earlier rating curve was available it could be seen that the 

rating-curve changes were up to the same order of magnitude as the 

uncertainties estimated here. 
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Figure 4. Rating curves with estimated uncertainty for four of the twelve 

gauging stations, in linear scale to the left and in log scale for the lower half of 

the flow range to the right. The black dots show the gauging data, the black 

lines the 95% bounds of the discharge measurement uncertainty, the red line 

the official rating curve, and the red stars the breakpoints in-between the 

different sections in the multi-section rating curves. The blue bands show the 

percentiles of the uncertainty distribution of discharge from all of the estimated 

rating curves (narrower blue bands means higher probability density for the 

discharge). 
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Estimated discharge data uncertainty 

The uncertainty in the daily discharge data was quantified by its impact on 

several flow indices; the mean flow and flow percentiles for low, medium 

and high flows. Figure 5 shows the uncertainty in the rating curve, the daily 

discharge time series and the uncertainty in the flow indices for the 

Källstorp 2 station (no. 1962). This station had some extrapolation of the 

highest flows (around 20 cm) and the largest relative low-flow uncertainty 

of all the stations as a result of the scatter in the low-flow gauging data in 

combination with low absolute discharge values (i.e. the absolute discharge 

uncertainty was low). For the highest flows there is little scatter in the 

gaugings and the high-flow uncertainty is dominated by the measurement 

uncertainty component. This means that the total uncertainty estimated with 

our method is a conservative estimate (given that there is no substantial 

systematic measurement uncertainty component). Note that there are only 

two flow events above 3 mm/d (Figure 5c), which means that the majority 

of the flow time series is affected by the uncertainty in the lower half of the 

rating curve. 

The uncertainty in the flow percentiles (Figure 5b) results from the 

combination of the rating curve uncertainty (Figure 5a) and the time series 

variability (Figure 5c). The relative uncertainties are calculated relative to 

the flow percentiles from the official rating curve. The histograms (Figure 

5d) illustrate how the uncertainty distribution varies in shape across the flow 

range.  
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Figure 5. Effect of rating curve uncertainty (a, see detailed explanation to 

Figure 4, low flows in inset graph in log scale) on flow percentiles and mean 

flow (b and d). The uncertainty in the flow percentiles result from the combined 

effect of the rating curve uncertainty and the flow time series variability (c). 

The boxplot whiskers for the flow percentiles extend to the 5 and 95 percentiles 

of the uncertainty distributions, the box covers the interquartile range and the 

dot represents the median value. 
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The uncertainty in mean flow calculated from the daily discharge time series 

was approximately ±10% at most stations (the half-widths of the 5–95 

percentile intervals varied between 8 and 12%, Figure 6).  

 

 

Figure 6. Absolute uncertainty (top) and relative uncertainty (bottom) of mean 

flow at all the discharge stations. The stations are sorted by catchment area in 

km
2
 (with the range in parenthesis), increasing from left to right. The boxplot 

whiskers extend to the 5 and 95 percentiles of the uncertainty distributions, the 

box covers the interquartile range and the dot represents the median value. 

 

The relative uncertainty in the daily discharge time series varied across the 

flow range in a site-specific way depending on the rating-curve uncertainty 

(Figure 7). The relative uncertainty was highest for low flows 

(approximately ±15–50% for Q95, and ±10–30% for Q85), it decreased for 

medium-range flows (approximately ±10–25% for Q50, and ±10–15% for 

Q5), and increased again for most of the stations to approximately ±10–25% 

for high flows (Q0.1 and Q0.01).   
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Figure 7. Relative uncertainty in percentiles of daily discharge for all the 

stations. The stations are sorted by catchment area in km
2
 (with the range in 

parenthesis), increasing from left to right. The boxplot ranges are explained in 

the text to Figure 6. 
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Estimated nutrient load uncertainty 

The uncertainties in the yearly nitrogen (N) and phosphorous (P) loads for 

the station Åsbro 3 (no. 2201) are shown in Figure 8. In absolute numbers 

the 90% uncertainty interval range varied between 3 and 8 kg·km
-2

·yr
-1

 for P 

and between 100 and 230 kg·km
-2

·yr
-1

 for N. In relative numbers (here 

calculated in relation to the PLC-Annual values) the uncertainty in terms of 

the half-width of the 5–95 percentile interval was ±11–14% for N and P.  

 

 

Figure 8. Estimated uncertainty distribution for phosphorous and nitrogen 

yearly loads at the station Åsbro 3 (no. 2201), the PLC-Annual values and the 

load values calculated with the official rating curve (top). The uncertainty 

distribution in blue is explained in detail in the caption to Figure 4. In the 

bottom row the distributions for 2007 and 2009 are shown as histograms. 
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Rating curves and water level time series are normally quality-controlled 

and updated continuously. At some of the stations there were differences 

because the water-level time series and/or the rating curve had been updated 

after they were delivered for the PLC-Annual calculations (the data are 

delivered yearly). Both of these issues occurred at the station Bröddebacken 

(no. 2127) where there had been updates to the water-level time series in 

2010 and where the rating curve was updated in 2012 (Figure 9).  

 

Figure 9. Estimated uncertainty distributions for phosphorous and nitrogen 

loads at the station Bröddebacken (no. 2127, see explanation to Figure 4), PLC-

Annual values and load values calculated with the official rating curve (top). 

Comparison of daily discharge corresponding to the current rating curve and 

water-level time series with those used for the PLC-Annual estimates (bottom). 
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The differences in the discharge data in late autumn 2010 appears to result 

from downstream backwater influences on the measurements, these have 

been corrected in the water level time series after the discharge had been 

delivered for the PLC-Annual calculations. Uncertainties in the water level 

time series resulting from such temporally poorer measurement conditions 

can have an important impact on the load uncertainty (Figure 9). However, 

they are not possible to include in the uncertainty estimation without 

detailed local information about the measurement conditions (therefore we 

only studied them implicitly here). 

The relative uncertainties in the PLC-Annual load estimates in Figure 10 

and 11 show the combined effect of the estimated rating curve uncertainty 

and any changes made to the official discharge data (i.e. the rating curve and 

water level time series) since they were delivered for the PLC-Annual 

calculations. The half-widths of the 5–95 percentile intervals (stemming 

from the rating curve uncertainty) were between 7 and 14% of the PLC-

Annual values for nitrogen and phosphorous loads. The combined effect 

with the updated water-level time series can lead to biased uncertainties up 

to ±30–40% for individual years. The largest uncertainties occurred for 

station no 2127 in 2010 (see Figure 9), and for station 20 as a result of a 

change in the rating curve and the water-level time series during the spring 

flood (Figure 10 and 11). In 2012, the bias for station 20 appears to only 

result from an updated rating curve, which shows that the magnitude of the 

estimated rating curve uncertainty impact is representative of real rating-

curve changes that have occurred in the studied time period.  

The differences are smaller for 2014 where the current rating curve and 

water-level data had been used for the PLC-Annual calculations at most 

stations. The relative uncertainties for 2014 thus illustrate the effect of the 

estimated uncertainty in the rating curve only (although with small time 

series differences at a few stations, e.g. no. 855). 
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Figure 10. Boxplots of relative uncertainty in PLC-Annual phosphorous loads 

for all stations for 2005, 2010, 2012, and 2014. The stations are sorted by 

catchment area in km
2
 (with the range in parenthesis), increasing from left to 

right. 
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Figure 11. Boxplots of relative uncertainty in PLC-Annual nitrogen loads for 

all stations for 2005, 2010, 2012, and 2014. The stations are sorted by catchment 

area in km
2
 (with the range in parenthesis), increasing from left to right. Note 

the difference in y-axis scale to Figure 10. 
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Discussion and Conclusions 

Uncertainty in discharge data 

The estimated uncertainty in the discharge data varied in-between the 

stations in a site-specific way as a result of the rating-curve uncertainty. We 

found 90% uncertainty intervals of around ±15–50% for low flows (Q95), 

±10% for mean flow, and around ±10–25% for high flows (Q0.1 and 

Q0.01). These values are in line with typical figures reported in the literature 

– with high-flow uncertainties in the low range (see Introduction). However, 

note that uncertainty magnitudes are often not directly comparable between 

studies as they are reported at different time scales (typically instantaneous, 

hourly, or daily flow).  

Apart from rivers that go out-of-bank, large rating curve uncertainties are 

typically found at stations with large extrapolations or highly variable stage-

discharge relations (e.g. McMillan and Westerberg, 2015). In our study the 

rating curve uncertainty was well constrained by the gauging data for most 

of the stations with the largest extrapolation in the studied period equalling 

35 cm. This can be compared to extrapolations of up to two meters and 

resulting larger high-flow uncertainties in a UK discharge uncertainty study 

(Westerberg et al., 2016). Such differences in rating curve uncertainty relate 

to factors such as size of the catchments, gauging frequency in relation to 

flow time series variability, the duration of high flow events, and type of 

gauging station (e.g. mobile vs. stable cross section, designed for full range 

vs. low flows, etc.). For practical reasons reliable high flow gauging is more 

difficult in small catchments with large high flows of short duration. The 

catchments used in this study were comparably large, with lower 

precipitation amounts than in the UK and with high flow events that 

typically lasted a few days (compared to a few hours in the UK). The 

stations we used had comparably stable sections with curves that were 

typically valid for many years or the whole time series, and where most of 

the rating curves had been last updated within the last 10–15 years. In 

contrast, in locations with mobile cross sections rating curves may be 

changed several times per year. 
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Impact of discharge uncertainty on load 

uncertainty 

We found uncertainties in the yearly PLC-Annual values of ±7–14% (the 

half widths of the 90% uncertainty interval) as a result of the rating curve 

uncertainty. When the combined effect of the rating curve and updated 

water-level time series was taken into account, there were biases for some 

years with uncertainties up to 30–40%. There was no clear link between the 

magnitude of the high flow uncertainty at a certain station and the estimated 

load uncertainties. This could be because the monthly water quality 

sampling have problems to fully capture nutrient concentration peaks (in 

particular for phosphorous) for specific rivers in association with spring 

floods (Rönnback et al., 2009). Daily water quality sampling was performed 

during the spring flood in 2008 and 2009 in the Kalixälven catchment 

(station no. 17) that was used in this study. These data could therefore be 

used in the future to investigate the importance of high-flow data 

uncertainty on the load estimates. 

 

Method limitations and future 

developments 

The reliability of the uncertainty estimates depends on the information 

available about the uncertainty sources. We used an estimated discharge 

measurement uncertainty for UK conditions that accounted for greater low-

flow measurement uncertainty. However, we did not account for temporal 

changes in gauging methods even though they are likely to vary over time as 

measurement methods have changed (e.g. Le Coz, et al., 2014). In future 

applications gauging-method specific uncertainties could be included (this 

was not possible within the time frame of this project). This could lead to 

reduction of uncertainty at high flows at several stations, particularly in 

large rivers where uncertainties in recent ADCP gaugings are likely lower 

than those used here.  

To assess the impact of the estimated discharge measurement uncertainty on 

the results we ran the uncertainty estimation with a normally distributed 

error of ±7% (the 95% interval). This resulted in about 1–3% lower 

uncertainties in the PLC-Annual loads and around 2–4% in discharge 

percentiles, and thus did not have a major effect on the results. Furthermore, 

several of the observed effects of historic rating curve changes (e.g. 

Niemisel, no 20, see above) were then outside our estimated uncertainty 

intervals. Our estimates therefore appear representative of the impact of 
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rating curve changes that have occurred in the last 10 years at some of the 

stations.  

In general the uncertainties estimated here as a result of rating-curve 

uncertainty are likely conservative estimates since they account for the total 

rating curve uncertainty (i.e. including both the model approximation and 

the gauging measurement uncertainty).  It is important to note that the 

discharge uncertainties are place-specific, that they vary with time and over 

the flow range, and are therefore not necessarily valid for other time periods. 

Furthermore, it is useful to consider the information given by the whole 

uncertainty distribution and not just the 5–95 percentile intervals (e.g. 

considering that discharge uncertainties may often be highly skewed 

[Westerberg and McMillan, 2015]).  

Uncertainty can change over time both as a result of actual physical changes 

to the conditions at the gauging station and because of changes to the data 

available. Where current data are no longer representative of past conditions 

(for many stations there were historical gaugings that are no longer used), it 

can be expected that there are often higher uncertainties in historical data as 

a result of historically poorer gauging information. However, new data may 

occasionally lead to larger uncertainties if periodically poorer measurement 

conditions are detected (e.g. hysteresis effects at high flows). 

Uncertainty estimation for PLC-Annual 

The discharge uncertainty estimation methods that were used in this study 

can be used in any other station in the HELCOM area where discharge is 

calculated from water level using a rating curve. Most of the remaining 

Swedish river mouth stations are, however, operated by hydropower 

companies and do not use rating curves for calculating discharge (the 

calculation is typically based on data from the hydropower plant). The 

SMHI has initiated work with quality control measurements at these sites in 

the coming years, but presently does not have concrete information about 

the discharge uncertainty for these stations. As discharge uncertainties are 

place-specific and the hydrometric conditions in other HELCOM countries 

may be different to Sweden, we recommend that rating curve data and 

uncertainties are assessed when estimating the PLC-Annual load 

uncertainties. 

Apart from uncertainties in the discharge data, uncertainties in the nutrient 

concentration data need to be investigated to get total uncertainty estimates 

for the PLC-Annual loads. Uncertainties in the nutrient concentration values 

as a result of laboratory analytical uncertainty (e.g. Gustavsson et al., 2012) 
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can be studied through Monte Carlo sampling in a straightforward way and 

combined with the discharge uncertainty estimates made here. Uncertainty 

resulting from the sparse (monthly) temporal sampling is more difficult to 

represent because of lack of information for ungauged time periods 

(Kulasova et al., 2012). However, such uncertainties can be estimated and 

combined with the analytical uncertainty using random Monte Carlo 

sampling of the high-resolution data around the spring flood in Kalixälven 

and Umeälven from 2008 and 2009. Such an analysis would result in total 

uncertainty estimates that could be representative of many large rivers in 

Northern Sweden with comparable degrees of river regulation (Kalixälven is 

unregulated and Umeälven is regulated).  

Conclusions 

The estimated impact of rating curve uncertainty on daily discharge data 

uncertainty quantified as 90% total uncertainty bounds was around ±15–

50% for low flows, ±10% for mean flow, and around ±10–25% for high 

flows in these river-mouth catchments. The discharge uncertainties are 

place-specific and depend on the data available at each site. The impact of 

rating curve uncertainty on load uncertainty was ±7–14%. However, the 

combined effect of the rating curve uncertainty and updated water-level time 

series resulted in large biases for individual years (±30–40%). We found no 

clear link between the magnitude of the high flow uncertainty at a certain 

station and the estimated load uncertainties.  

The potential impact of load uncertainty should be considered when the load 

estimates are used for other analyses or as a basis for policy decisions. We 

expect a greater impact on load comparisons between catchments compared 

to between sea basins, and for individual years compared to long-term 

averages. Trend analyses are expected to be obscured where the magnitude 

of the uncertainty is large in relation to the strength of the measured trend. 

The discharge data are updated continuously as rating curves and water 

level time series are improved and we found that this could have a large 

effect on the load estimates during some years. We therefore recommend 

that the historic load estimates are updated regularly in the future to take 

advantage of the discharge-data quality improvements.  

Uncertainties in the nutrient concentration data and sampling likely 

contribute substantially to the total uncertainty in the load estimate values 

(Gustavsson et al., 2012; Rönnback et al., 2009). We recommend that future 

studies build on the current uncertainty estimation method to include 

uncertainty components from the nutrient concentration data and temporal 
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sampling (the latter where such data are available). Furthermore, 

investigations of rating curve and discharge uncertainty in other HELCOM 

countries are recommended as uncertainties may differ greatly depending on 

hydrometric pre-conditions and available data. 
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

The  value  of an  ecological  indicator  is no  better  than  the uncertainty  associated  with  its  estimate.  Nev-
ertheless,  indicator  uncertainty  is seldom  estimated,  even  though  legislative  frameworks  such  as  the
European  Water  Framework  Directive  stress  that  the confidence  of  an  assessment  should  be  quantified.
We  introduce  a general  framework  for quantifying  uncertainties  associated  with  indicators  employed  to
assess ecological  status in  waterbodies.  The  framework  is illustrated  with  two  examples:  eelgrass  shoot
density and chlorophyll  a in coastal  ecosystems.  Aquatic  monitoring  data  vary  over  time  and  space;  vari-
ations  that can  only  partially  be described  using fixed  parameters,  and  remaining  variations  are  deemed
random.  These  spatial  and  temporal  variations  can be  partitioned  into  uncertainty  components  operating
at  different  scales.  Furthermore,  different  methods  of  sampling  and  analysis  as  well  as  people  involved  in
the  monitoring  introduce  additional  uncertainty.  We  have  outlined  18  different  sources  of variation  that
affect monitoring  data  to  a varying  degree  and  are  relevant  to  consider  when  quantifying  the  uncertainty
of  an  indicator  calculated  from  monitoring  data.  However,  in  most  cases  it is not  possible  to  estimate
all  relevant  sources  of uncertainty  from  monitoring  data  from  a  single  ecosystem,  and  those  uncertainty
components  that  can  be quantified  will  not  be well  determined  due  to  the  lack of  replication  at  differ-
ent  levels  of  the  random  variations  (e.g.  number  of  stations,  number  of  years,  and  number  of  people).
For  example,  spatial  variations  cannot  be determined  from  datasets  with  just  one  station.  Therefore,  we
recommend  that  random  variations  are  estimated  from  a larger  dataset,  by  pooling  observations  from
multiple  ecosystems  with  similar  characteristics.  We  also  recommend  accounting  for  predictable  patterns
in time  and  space  using  parametric  approaches  in  order  to  reduce  the  magnitude  of the  unpredictable
random  components  and  reduce  potential  bias  introduced  by heterogeneous  monitoring  across  time.  We
propose  to  use  robust  parameter  estimates  for  both  fixed  and  random  variations,  determined  from  a  large
pooled  dataset  and  assumed  common  across  the  range  of  ecosystems,  and  estimate  a limited  subset  of

parameters  from  ecosystem-specific  data.  Partitioning  the random  variation  onto  multiple  uncertainty
components  is  important  to obtain  correct  estimates  of  the  ecological  indicator  variance,  and  the  magni-
tude  of the  different  components  provide  useful  information  for  improving  methods  applied  and  design
of monitoring  programs.  The  proposed  framework  allows  comparing  different  indicators  based  on their
precision  relative  to the  cost  of  monitoring.
. Introduction

The growing human pressure on nature’s ecosystems has
rompted increasing monitoring efforts to assess consequences

f human activities in order to protect these systems from
egradation and potential collapse. Measurement programs for
quatic ecosystems were initiated throughout the western world
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in the 20th century to monitor pollution effects, starting with
physical–chemical characteristics in urban rivers and streams
(e.g. Delaware River near Philadelphia; Sharp, 2010) and lakes
(e.g. Great Lakes; Chapra et al., 2012). As downstream pollu-
tion effects became evident monitoring programs were similarly
established in estuaries (e.g. Chesapeake Bay; Hagy et al., 2004)
and coastal waters (e.g. Tampa Bay; Greening et al., 2014). Over
the years the physical–chemical monitoring has increasingly been

supplemented with biological measurements. These monitoring
programs were originally initiated with the aim to assess changes
over time in various indicators compiled from the monitoring data;
often relying on a single monitoring point or station assuming the
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rends of this location to be representative of the larger system.
owever, the actual indicator level may  not represent the mean of

he entire system as temporal evolution was only considered.
In recent years the objective of many monitoring programs

ave changed from reporting trends to reporting status, and to
ssess the compliance of the status with established target val-
es. For instance, in the European Water Framework Directive
WFD, European Commission, 2000) and Marine Strategy Frame-
ork Directive (MSFD, European Commission, 2008) the status
uring a 6-year assessment period should be compared to the
oundary between “Good” and “Moderate” ecological status (WFD)
r the boundary between “Good” and below “Good” environmental
tatus (MSFD). Both directives mandate that management meas-
res should be installed in case “Good” ecological/environmental
tatus is not achieved. Thus, the two directives are unique by
irectly linking assessment of monitoring data and management.
ince management measures can be quite costly and the failure
f mitigating pollution in time can have severe ecological conse-
uences, it is important that the confidence in the status assessment

s sufficient (European Commission, 2000). However, the confi-
ence can only be assessed provided that the uncertainties of the

ndicator values used in the status assessment are quantified.
Boundaries or target values defining different status classes

re typically derived from model results, historical data or expert
udgment and are, as such, inherently uncertain. In theory, this
ncertainty associated with boundary or target values will also
ffect the confidence of the status assessment. In practice, however,
hese boundaries, based on best scientific knowledge, are typically
ormulated as part of the legislative framework and for the purpose
f status assessment considered fixed values, despite the inherent
ncertainty.

It is well known that benthic and planktonic assemblages of ani-
als and plants in aquatic environments vary at a broad range of

patial and temporal scales (e.g. Pinel-Alloul et al., 1988; Levin,
992; Morrisey et al., 1992; Downes et al., 1993; Norén and
indegarth, 2005). Despite this and considering the importance
f knowing the confidence in ecological status assessments, it is
urprising that the uncertainty of ecological indicators and the
ifferent sources contributing to this uncertainty are seldom quan-
ified. Dromph et al. (2013) employed a specific sampling design to
artition variation in measurements of phytoplankton density and
igments into variations among coastal waterbodies, among sta-
ions within waterbodies, among samples at each station, among
ub-samples after splitting the samples, and among persons analyz-
ng the sample (analysts). They found that spatial variations among
tations contributed the most to the uncertainty within waterbod-
es; however, the study was carried out within two  summer months
mplying that temporal variability was not truly addressed. In a sim-
lar study of lakes, Carvalho et al. (2013) and Thackeray et al. (2013)
ound that variations between stations within lakes was  relatively
mall compared to variations between samples at the same station
nd variation between analysts. Dudley et al. (2013) examined four
ifferent macrophytes community indicators and found that the

arge-scale spatial variation among stations within lakes was  gen-
rally larger than the small-scale spatial variation among transects
ithin stations, but their study did not address temporal varia-

ions. Macrophyte communities in UK rivers also displayed large
patial variability and large operator variability, whereas temporal
ariations were relatively small (Davey and Garrow, 2009). Using

 macroinvertebrate dataset from the UK, Clarke (2013) found that
patial, temporal and replicate variability were of same magnitude
or two different community indicators.
In contrast to the abovementioned studies that were based
n data specifically collected to quantify different uncertainty
omponents, Balsby et al. (2013) used Danish monitoring data of
elgrass depth limits and reported that spatial variations (both
l Indicators 67 (2016) 306–317 307

large- and small-scale within coastal waterbodies) were largest,
although interannual variation and variation between divers were
also considerable. Monitoring data have the advantage of spanning
multiple years (and different seasons for some measurements),
allowing temporal variations to be quantified. Sampling programs
specifically designed to estimate different uncertainty compo-
nents often take excessive dimensions, if all relevant sources
of uncertainty are included. For instance, interannual variation
cannot be estimated from a single year of data (Carvalho et al.,
2013; Dromph et al., 2013; Dudley et al., 2013; Thackeray et al.,
2013), but this does not imply that this source of variation is
negligible. In fact, omitting significant sources of variation will
result in underestimating the overall indicator uncertainty. Thus,
it is important to include all significant uncertainty components
when assessing the uncertainty of an indicator.

One common feature of many contemporary assessment sys-
tems aimed at estimating and classifying the status of aquatic
environments (e.g. the WFD  and MSFD), is that they are intended
to provide holistic, integrated assessments based on a number of
ecological indicators (Borja et al., 2010). Depending on the exact
context, this means that two or more indicators, each associated
with particular uncertainties, are combined and aggregated and
potentially contributing to uncertainty in the overall status classifi-
cation (e.g. Caroni et al., 2013). In order to avoid biased assessments
and to ensure that uncertainties can be estimated and assessed on a
common scale, a unified quantitative approach accounting for spa-
tial, temporal and methodological sources of variation is needed
(e.g. Hering et al., 2010; Clarke, 2013).

The objective of this study is to formulate a generic framework
for assessing the uncertainty of an indicator compiled from aquatic
monitoring data. We  will describe a list of uncertainty compo-
nents that are relevant to consider and show how subsets and/or
combinations of these sources can be quantified. Furthermore, we
will demonstrate how estimates of relevant variance components
obtained from studies of larger datasets can be used to achieve more
realistic estimates of uncertainty when only a small and poten-
tially incomplete dataset is available for determining the status
of an indicator. Finally, we  will describe how the aggregation of
different uncertainty components influences the overall indicator
uncertainty. The framework will be exemplified and tested using
both benthic and pelagic monitoring data.

2. Sources of uncertainty in monitoring data

Characterizing an entire waterbody over a given assessment
period (e.g. 6 years for WFD  and MSFD) by means of an indicator
compiled from a discrete number of samples is inherently uncer-
tain, and the number of potential sources to this overall uncertainty
can be large. However, whereas some sources of uncertainty are
small and can be disregarded, other sources of uncertainty may  con-
tribute substantially to the overall indicator uncertainty (Table 1).
Moreover, the different sources of variation can be described with
a finite set of possible values (fixed effects with parameters for
each possible outcome) or an infinite set of possible values (ran-
dom effects described as stochastic distributions). Fixed effects do
not contribute uncertainty to the indicator, but can, in general, be
estimated and accounted for.

Any given measurement used for calculating an indicator is
affected by uncertainties related to both sampling and analysis of
the sample. Sampling produces a finite number of observations
to characterize the infinite spatial–temporal distribution repre-
senting the entire waterbody over the assessment period. The

key question is how well the data represent underlying spatial
variations (large-scale gradients and small-scale patchiness),
temporal variations (interannual, seasonal, diurnal), and the
spatial–temporal interactions? After sampling, the analysis of the
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Table 1
Sources of variation in aquatic monitoring data. The table only includes the most
relevant variations affecting traditional environmental/ecological monitoring data.
Fixed effects are shown in small letters and random effects are shown in capital
letters.

Type Notation Description

Spatial gr Fixed large-scale gradient within a
waterbody that can be explained
by other spatial co-variables.

GR Unexplained random large-scale
gradient, i.e. variations
unaccounted for by gr.

pa  Fixed small-scale variation
explained using co-variables such
as depth and substrate.

PA(GR)  Random variation between
samples taken at different
locations within a small area.

Temporal yr Fixed interannual variation that
can be explained by explanatory
temporal factors.

YR Unexplained random interannual
variation, i.e. variations
unaccounted for by yr.

se  Fixed seasonal variation common
to all years.

SE × YR Random seasonal deviations
between years from the common
pattern (s).

di Fixed diurnal variation common to
all days within the assessment
period.

di × se Fixed season-specific variation
common to all days within the
given seasons of the assessment
period.

DI × SE × YR Random fluctuations in the diurnal
pattern unaccounted for by d and
d  × s.

IR Random irregular fluctuations
between samples taken within a
time interval shorter than other
temporal variations used to
describe observations.

Spatial–temporal GR × YR Random large-scale variations in
the spatial gradient between years.

GR × SE Random large-scale variations in
the spatial gradient between
seasons.

Methodological sd Fixed variation between sampling
devices used.

ai Fixed variation between analytical
instruments used.

AN Random variation between
analysts performing the
measurement.

s
l
S
i

2

t
S
s
c
l
o

RE Variations between replicated
measurements of the same sample.

ample can introduce variations caused by using different samp-
ing devices, instruments, analysts, sub-sampling and replication.
uch differences may  introduce uncertainty additional to that
ntroduced by sampling.

.1. Uncertainties associated with spatial variations

The ecological status assessment of a waterbody should apply
o the entire waterbody and not just a few sampling locations.
ince it is impossible to monitor every parcel of water or every

quare meter of the bottom, the ecological indicator is normally
alculated using data from a few spatially distinctive monitoring
ocations. The water column is traditionally sampled at a number
f stations scattered throughout the waterbody, whereas benthic
l Indicators 67 (2016) 306–317

monitoring often involves replicated sampling within different
stations to account for the small-scale heterogeneity in benthic
communities. Thus, spatial variations can be partitioned into
large-scale gradients (gr and GR)  within the waterbody (typically
described by different stations) and small-scale fluctuations or
patchiness (pa and PA(GR)) (typically described by replicated
sampling within stations) (Table 1).

These small- and large-scale spatial patterns of variation can
partly be explained by various environmental factors, assuming
that the station-specific mean correlates with co-variables such as
depth, substrate characteristics, and mean salinity. Such sources
of variation are fixed (predictable) (gr and pa) and if they can be
incorporated in the model, they do not add uncertainty to the
indicator value. Small-scale patchiness can often be partitioned in
fixed and random variation, provided that relevant co-variables
are monitored together with the replicated samples. For exam-
ple, variations in cover of macroalgae can often be explained by
depth and the availability of hard substrate (e.g. Krause-Jensen
et al., 2007; Svensson et al., 2013). However, it is unlikely that all
large-scale variation can be explained and the remaining variation
(GR) is considered random (unpredictable). Similarly, unexplained
small-scale variation between replicated samples is considered
random and described as a nested effect within the large-scale gra-
dient (PA(GR)), since the exact location of replicated samples shifts
between visits to the station.

2.2. Uncertainties associated with temporal variations

The ecological status assessment of a waterbody should also
apply to the entire span of the assessment period and not just a
finite number of sampling occasions in time. Most ecological vari-
ables display significant interannual and seasonal variation, and
for some variables (e.g. phytoplankton) even diurnal variations
(Table 1). The water column is typically sampled several times over
the year due to the dynamic nature of pelagic processes, whereas
benthic monitoring is typically carried out on an annual basis aim-
ing to sample approximately the same period every year.

Interannual variation describes the variation between years of
sampling and this variation is partly fixed (yr) and partly ran-
dom (YR). The fixed variation can be described by external factors
influencing the environmental time series such as temperature,
freshwater discharge etc., whereas the random variation describes
the remaining unexplained interannual variation.

Seasonal variation has a cyclic character repeating itself every
year. It can also be partitioned into a fixed component (se) (typ-
ically discretized into monthly resolution), which is the mean
seasonal variation, and a random component (SE × YR), describing
fluctuations around the mean seasonal variation. The fixed sea-
sonal variation can be calculated if multiple years of data have
been collected; otherwise the seasonal variation is entirely random.
Accounting for the fixed seasonal variation substantially reduces
the uncertainty of pelagic indicators (Carstensen, 2007).

Similarly, diurnal variation has a cyclic character repeating itself
every day. It can be partitioned into a fixed common variation
(di) or fixed season-specific variation (di × se).  These fixed diurnal
variations can be calculated if multiple years of data have been col-
lected. Deviations from the fixed diurnal variations are considered
random (DI × SE × YR). Co-variables such as daylight, temperature
can also be used to describe the fixed diurnal variation. However,
most monitoring variables are not sampled sufficiently frequent to
resolve diurnal variations and therefore these temporal variations
are seldom considered.
Irregular fluctuations (IR)  are temporal variations that are not
described by interannual, seasonal or diurnal patterns. For exam-
ple, if a macroalgae transect is monitored twice within the same
month and year the variation between the two  dates is considered
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rregular fluctuations. Similarly, if the water column is sampled bi-
eekly and the seasonality is described with a monthly resolution,

he variation between samples from the same month and year is
onsidered irregular fluctuations.

.3. Uncertainties associated with spatial–temporal interactions

In addition to the pure spatial and temporal sources of varia-
ion, it is also relevant to consider their interactions, i.e. changes
n spatial pattern over time or changes in temporal variations over
pace. In theory, there are many spatial–temporal interactions that
ould be considered (i.e. combinations of the spatial and temporal
actors) but we have included only the two most relevant (Table 1),
ssuming that (1) small-scale patchiness is independent of all tem-
oral variations, and (2) large-scale spatial gradients may  change
ystematically between years and over the season but not over the
ourse of the day.

The large-scale gradients can change between years (GR × YR)
ue to various reasons, e.g. benthic vegetation in shallower waters
ight disappear for several years after a storm or intrusion of

ypoxic water might eradicate deeper benthic communities. Inter-
nnual variations in freshwater inputs, temperature, wind-mixing
nd other external factors may  also systematically affect the spatial
radients within a waterbody. Similarly, the large-scale gradients
ay  also change seasonally (GR × SE)  in response to various exter-

al factors, e.g. the spatial distribution of phytoplankton biomass
n an estuary varies seasonally.

.4. Uncertainties associated with sampling and analysis
ethodology

The methods involved in sampling and analysis also introduce
ncertainty to a varying degree depending on the specific type of
easurement. Monitoring programs operating over several years

ypically involve different sampling devices, different instruments
r procedures for the analysis of the sample, and different per-
onnel – whether performing the sampling, or analyzing samples
Table 1). It is assumed that the uncertainties introduced by these
ifferent methodologies are independent of time and space, i.e. the
ethodological uncertainty is not changing systematically with

ear, season or spatial location of the sample. It is possible that
he magnitude of methodological uncertainties could depend on
ime and space (e.g. measurement errors might be larger in areas
ith substantial wave movement of the research vessel), but such
henomena are most likely specific to certain types of measure-
ents and therefore not included here.
Different sampling devices are typically employed in most

onitoring program, since equipment is replaced over time and
ifferent institutions using different equipment can be involved

n the monitoring. For example, integrated water samples can be
ollected using Niskin bottles (mixing discrete-depth samples) or

 hose, cover of benthic vegetation can be assessed by video or
iver recording, benthic fauna can be sampled with van Veen,
mith-McIntyre grabs or another similar device. The population of
ampling devices is finite and differences are described using fixed
actors (sd).

Similarly, different instruments (method, brand, model, etc.) can
e employed for measuring the sample. For examples, chlorophyll
an be measured using HPLC, spectrophotometry and fluorome-
ry using equipment from different manufacturers having different

odels. Nevertheless, the population of analytical instruments
sed is finite and differences are described as fixed factors (ai).
Involving different people in the sample analysis is unavoidable
nd inflates the uncertainty to a varying degree. Whereas the vari-
tion between technicians analyzing hydrochemistry is considered
elatively small, variation is considerable between taxonomists
l Indicators 67 (2016) 306–317 309

analyzing phytoplankton (Jakobsen et al., in press) or macroinverte-
brates (Haase et al., 2006) as well between divers surveying eelgrass
transects (Balsby et al., 2013). The number of analysts that have
and will be involved in monitoring programs is essentially infinite
and therefore this variation is random (AN). It should be stressed
that monitoring programs continuously strive to keep this random
variation low by training and inter-comparison among analysts.

Occasionally, duplicate or triplicate measurements of the sam-
ple are carried out or the sample is split and each sub-sample is
analyzed. This procedure is normally pursued when the analytical
uncertainty is relatively large. The variation between these repli-
cated measurements of the same sample is random (RE).

3. Uncertainty framework

An observation from a monitoring program (y) is potentially
influenced by all the relevant sources of variation described in Sec-
tion 2 (using the notation from Table 1):

y = � + gr + GR + pa + PA(GR)︸  ︷︷  ︸
spatial sources of uncertaint y

+ yr + YR + se + SE × YR + di + di × se + DI × SE × YR + IR︸  ︷︷  ︸
temporal sources of uncertaint y

+ GR × YR + GR × SE︸ ︷︷  ︸
spatial–temporal int eractions

+ sd + ai + AN + RE︸  ︷︷  ︸
sampling and measurement uncertaint  ies

(1)

which in standard statistical matrix notation is formulated as

y = X  ̌ + Z� + ε (2)

where y is the vector of observations, X is the design matrix for the
fixed effects (in small letters),  ̌ is a vector of parameters for the
fixed effects, Z is the design matrix for the errors (�) introduced by
the various random effects (in capital letters) and ε is the residual
variation (e.g. Searle et al., 1992 for more information on the matrix
formulation). The variance of y is:

V [y] = ZV [�]Z ′ + V [ε] (3)

where V[�] is a diagonal matrix with variances for all the random
effect errors and V[ε] is a diagonal matrix with the residual variance
in the diagonal. For example, if the random effects included are GR
and YR with 4 and 3 levels, then V[�] is a diagonal matrix (dimension
7 × 7) with the variance for GR in the first four diagonal elements
and the variance for YR in the last three diagonal elements.

However, it is often difficult to quantify all these sources in
Eq. (1) separately, since this would require an unrealistically large
monitoring program with combinations of the different factors at
different levels. In practice, it is only possible to estimate a few of
these factors (or combinations of factors) from monitoring data,
and those identifiable factors will be specific for each monitoring
dataset (exemplified in Section 4). Another important issue is that
several of the factors contribute relatively little variation to the
observations and therefore cannot be quantified. Therefore, it is
only relevant to partition the variation in y into those factors that
significantly influence variations in the given monitoring data.

3.1. Obtaining parameters for indicator estimation

A statistical model including both fixed and random factors (Eq.
(1)) is termed a mixed model and is based on the assumption of nor-
mality. In many cases, observations can be normalized by choosing

an appropriate transformation, although the distribution of y is not
restricted to the normal distribution but can be selected within the
exponential family (e.g. Poisson, binomial, multinomial, gamma,
negative binomial) within the framework of generalized linear
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ixed models (GLMM). Here, we will consider the normal case only.
n important assumption of the model is that all parameters (both
xed effect and variance parameters) are constant over the domain
f observations. This assumption can be justified through careful
election of the spatial extent of data combined with appropriate
ransformation (see Section 5).

Different estimation methods exist (see discussion in Bolker
t al., 2010) for quantifying the variation of fixed effects (coef-
cients/parameters for all levels) and random effects (variance
arameters for their distributions). These parameters are more
ccurately estimated if a large monitoring dataset is used, since the
umber of parameters involved can be high (see examples in Sec-
ion 4). This means that the variance parameters can be calculated
rom a large dataset covering several waterbodies and assessment
eriods, and these parameters can subsequently be used when esti-
ating the uncertainty of an indicator for a subset or new dataset

denoted y*), i.e. data covering a specific waterbody during a given
ssessment period.

Given the estimated variance parameters, the covariance matrix
or y* (denoted V*; asterisks are used to describe vectors/matrices
erived from y*) is determined from the structure of the dataset
sing the design matrix (Z*) for the random effects (cf. Eq. (2)).
ubsequently, parameters for the fixed effects can be computed
y maximizing the likelihood or equivalently minimizing the gen-
ralized least squares, i.e. (y∗ − X∗ˇ∗)′

V ∗−1
(y∗ − X∗ˇ∗). Following

he same argument as above, it can be convenient to also fix some
f the fixed effect parameters in ˇ∗ =

[
ˇ∗

est ; ˇfix

]
to the estimates

btained from the large data set and only estimate parameters that
re considered specific to the waterbody and assessment period.
or example, if the large-scale gradient gr is explained by depth
ith a well-established relationship from the entire data set, this
arameter can be employed instead of using a more uncertain
arameter estimated from a relatively small dataset. Similarly,
arameters for se, sd and ai in Eq. (1) can be fixed to the estimates
btained from the entire dataset. Typically, only parameters for �
nd yr will be estimated specifically with the dataset restricted to
he given waterbody and assessment period.

Special attention should be given to the variance contribution of
he random temporal factors when calculating V*. Within an assess-

ent period the interannual variation (YR) is a finite population
ith levels corresponding to the number of years. If all years within

he assessment period have been monitored then all levels of YR can
e estimated and the variance contribution of YR is essentially zero,

.e. the entire finite population is estimated and V[YR] = 0. How-
ver, if the number of years with monitoring data (nYR,data) is less
han the number of years in the assessment period (NYR,period) then

 finite population correction factor fpc = (1 − (nYR,data/NYR,period))
Cochran, 1977) should be multiplied to V[YR] (see also Clarke
nd Hering, 2006). A similar finite population correction factor
pc = (1 − (nSE×YR,data/NSE×YR,period)) should be employed for the ran-
om seasonal variation among years (SE × YR), where the number
f observed combinations of years and seasons is nSE×YR,data and
SE×YR,period is the total number of combinations of years and sea-
ons within the assessment period. Finally, the correction factor
lso applies to DI × SE × YR that has a finite population as well. Thus,
or calculating V* the correction factors should be multiplied to
hose diagonal elements in V[�*] associated with finite populations:

∗ = V [y∗] = Z∗V [�∗]Z∗′ + V [ε∗] (4)

.2. Standardizing indicators from parameter estimates
Indicator values representing different waterbodies and assess-
ent periods are calculated from the fixed effect parameter

stimates obtained with the approach in Section 3.1, however, indi-
ator calculations must be carried out in a standardized way  to
l Indicators 67 (2016) 306–317

allow comparison between waterbodies and assessment periods.
For instance, different sampling depths, months and devices may
have been used in different waterbodies such that these cannot
be compared unless differences between sampling depths, months
and devices are resolved.

Fortunately, such differences are described by the parameter
estimates obtained from the large dataset and can be accounted
for by subtracting the fixed effects (i.e. deviations from the model
expectations) or calculating the expected value of the indicator for
a given combination of the fixed effects. In both cases, the standard-
ized indicator can be expressed as a linear combination (L) of the
parameter estimates; i.e. L�*. As an example, consider an indicator
based on observations with a fixed spatial gradient described by
depth (linear gr relationship with slope parameter bgr), fixed sea-
sonal variation described by 4 seasonal coefficients (sei; i = 1–4),
and fixed variation between three different sampling devices (sdi;
i = 1–3). Parameters estimated from the large dataset (9 in total) are
used to describe these variations (ˇfix = [�, bgr, se1, . . .,  se4, sd1, sd2,
sd3]), and deviations from model predictions using these param-
eters are modeled with a mean (�*) estimated from y*. In this
case, ˇ∗ =

[
ˇ∗

est ; ˇfix

]
= [�∗; �, bgr, se1, . . .,  se4, sd1, sd2, sd3] is a

vector of 10 parameter estimates. Deviations from model predic-
tions (using the parameters from large dataset; ˇfix) have a mean of
�*, which can be expressed by means of L = [1, 0, . . .,  0]. However,
it is also possible to use other combinations of ˇ* to express the
expected indicator values that are more relevant for interpretation,
e.g. the indicator value at a standard depth of 3 m,  averaged over
all 4 seasons and using the most recent sampling devices (given by
sd1). The value of the indicator for this standard set of fixed effects
can be calculated using L =

[
1, 1, 3, 1

4 , 1
4 , 1

4 , 1
4 , 1, 0, 0

]
.

The variance of the standardized indicator, V∗
Lˇ

, given by the

linear combination L�*, is found as:

V ∗
Lˇ = LV [ˇ∗]L′ (5)

where the covariance matrix for the parameter estimates is

V [ˇ∗] =
[

V
[
ˇ∗

est

]
0

0 V [ˇfix]

]
(6)

Similarly, a confidence interval for the indicator value can be
calculated assuming that L�* is approximately normal distributed,

i.e.
[

Lˇ∗ − z˛/2 ·√V∗
Lˇ

; Lˇ∗ + z1−˛/2 ·√V∗
Lˇ

]
. The assumption of

normality is justified if the variances of the random effects have
been estimated on a large dataset with >30 degrees of freedom
used for their computation. Similarly, probabilities for the ecologi-
cal indicator meeting target values (e.g. MSFD good environmental
status) and probabilities for different intervals of the indicator (e.g.
WFD  ecological status classes) can be calculated.

3.3. Partitioning the variance contributions for an indicator

An important question arises when calculating an indicator:
How much do the different random effects contribute to the
overall indicator uncertainty? This question can be addressed by
sequentially setting the different variance components to zero and
calculate the reduction in the indicator variance, but such calcu-
lations can also be quite cumbersome, when assessing different
combinations of sampling designs for a given waterbody.

However, to get a proxy measure of the importance of the vari-
ous uncertainty components consider the simple case of averaging

N observations from a waterbody during an assessment period. For
each of the random factors affecting the observations the variance
contribution to the average can be calculated. If a random factor
X has been measured at k levels with ni (i = 1, . . .,  k) observations
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Fig. 1. Monitoring locations for eelgrass shoot density along the Swedish part of the
Sound. WFD  waterbodies are delineated with gray lines and eelgrass monitoring
J. Carstensen, M. Lindegarth / Eco

or each level (n1 + n2 + . . . + nk = N) then the variance contribution
f the random factor to the average is[

1
N

N∑
1

Xi

]
= V

[
1
N

(
n1∑
1

X1 + · · · +
nk∑
1

Xk

)]

= V
[

n1

N
X1 + · · · + nk

N
Xk

]
=
∑k

i=1n2
k

N2
V [X] (7)

If observations are balanced between levels (nk = N/k) the more
ommon form of random factor variance partitioning is obtained,

.e. V
[

(1/N)
∑N

1 Xi

]
= (1/k)V [X]. The total variance of the average

s calculated by summing the variance contributions of all rele-
ant random effects (Table 1), providing a measure of the relative
mportance of the different sources of random variation.

. Case studies

In Section 3 the uncertainty framework was  presented in gen-
ral terms that we submit can be applied to most monitoring data
sed to calculate ecological indicators. It is unlikely that all sources
f variation can be determined with a given dataset due to spa-
ial and temporal resolution of the data. In practice, a subset of the
ariations (Table 1) can be identified and used to calculate the indi-
ator value and uncertainty. In this section we will exemplify the
ramework and show how the framework can be modified to three
ifferent types of indicators. The notation for the sources of varia-
ion (Table 1) is employed for all examples and additional variables
sed in the analyses are introduced as needed.

.1. Eelgrass shoot density

Eelgrass has been monitored from 1995 to 2011 at a number
f stations, covering eight WFD  waterbodies, along the Swedish
oast of the Sound (Fig. 1). Sampling was carried out using 6 or 12
rames with an area of 0.0625 m2, which were randomly placed on
op of representative meadows near the monitoring station. For
ach frame, the eelgrass shoot density (esd) was  measured. For
ach station the depth (z; ranging from 1.4 to 5.6 m)  and the diver
lacing the frames (AN) were recorded. Monitoring was  conducted
etween July and October every year and with a few exceptions
tations were sampled only once per year. The 17 years of data
ere divided into three 6-year assessment periods (ap) in order to

btain an estimate of the variation between years within assess-
ent periods as opposed to a variation between years over longer

eriods, where time series may  potentially exhibit trends.
Eelgrass samples were unevenly distributed over waterbodies

nd years (Table S1). Different divers carried out the sampling but
he use of divers was non-systematic relative to monitored water-
odies and years. Hence, it was possible to determine variations
aused by different divers. Eelgrass shoot density was  approxi-
ated with a lognormal distribution as esd varied over a large span
ith a right-skewed distribution.

.1.1. Estimating variance components from waterbodies
eparately

In order to illustrate the problem of identifying several vari-
nce components from small datasets, we partitioned variations in
og(esd) for each waterbody separately replacing � in Eq. (1) with

eans specific to each assessment period (ap). Moreover, large-
cale spatial patterns in log(esd) were assumed linearly related to
epth (gr(z)), i.e. shoot density was expected to decrease exponen-

ially with depth.

og(esd) = ap + gr(z) + GR + YR(ap)  + se + GR × YR(ap)

+  AN + PA(GR)  (8)
locations within a waterbody have same color. The monitoring locations around
Landskrona represent a combination of three waterbodies in the central part of the
Sound. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader
is  referred to the web  version of this article.)

Only three waterbodies had sufficient data to allow estimation
of all variance components in Eq. (8) (Table 2). Except for the ran-
dom spatial variation between stations (GR), variance estimates
were comparable across waterbodies; particularly those waterbod-
ies with more data. The variation between frames (PA(GR)) was
determined as the residual variation from the analysis. The ran-
dom spatial variation between stations was not well determined,
since there were generally few stations within waterbodies (Table
S1). Therefore, more precise estimates of the variance components
can be obtained by pooling observations, assuming that variance
components have same magnitude across waterbodies. Moreover,
slopes for the depth relationship varied from −0.14 to −0.37 and
could not be estimated for two  waterbodies that did not have any
variation in depth. Since a generic depth relationship would be
expected, a more precise estimate of this parameter could also be
obtained by pooling observations.

4.1.2. Estimating variance components from the entire dataset
Using the entire dataset, the model (Eq. (8)) was  expanded to

incorporate variations between waterbodies (wb):

log(esd) = wb + ap + wb × ap + gr(z) + GR(wb) + YR(wb × ap)
+ se + GR × YR(wb × ap)  + AN + PA(GR(wb)) (9)

The first three fixed effects in Eq. (9) were used to describe the
variations between combinations of waterbodies and assessment
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Table 2
Variance components estimated from Eq. (8). All variance component could not be estimated for each site, as indicated with a ‘–’, due to lack of replication for these
components.

Waterbody V[GR] V[YR(ap)] V[GR × Y(ap)] V[AN] V[PA(GR)]

Laholm Bay coastal water – – – – 0.0512
Northern Sound coastal water 0.7587 0.0120 0.0055 0.0076 0.1101
Central Sound coastal water 0.1418 0.0291 – 0.0577 0.0660
Lomma Bay 0.0020 0.0314 0.0205 0.0787 0.1014
Southern Sound coastal water 0.0121 0.0103 0.0451 0.0110 0.0850
Southern Sound offshore water – 0.0541 

Höllviken embayment 0.2340 – 

W  South coast coastal water – 0.0794 

Table 3
Significance of fixed and random effects for eelgrass shoot density in Eq. (9). F-
tests for fixed effects were calculated by imposing constraints on the fixed effect
parameters. Wald’s Z-tests for random effects were calculated using asymptotic
standard errors for the variance estimates.

Fixed effects Num DF Den DF F P (F > 0)

wb 7 30 17.73 <0.0001
ap  2 56 2.71 0.0755
wp  × ap 9 56 0.91 0.5213
gr(z) 1  1736 2349.21 <0.0001
se 3 1736 1.51 0.2098

Random effects Var. estimate SE of estimate Z P (Z > 0)

GR(wb) 0.01241 0.00758 1.64 0.0508
YR(wb  × ap)  0.01529 0.00605 2.53 0.0057
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GR  × YR(wb × ap)  0.02761 0.00671 4.11 <0.0001
AN  0.06551 0.04045 1.62 0.0527
PA(GR(wb)) 0.09394 0.00319 29.41 <0.0001

eriods, i.e. each combination had its own mean value. The two
ther fixed effects, depth relationship (gr(z)) and seasonal varia-
ion (se), were assumed common to all waterbodies. The random
ariations in Eq. (9) had same magnitude for all combinations of
aterbody and assessment period. GR(wb)  described the varia-

ion between stations within waterbodies, YR(wb × ap)  described
he variation between years within an assessment period in a
aterbody, GR × YR(wb × ap)  described interannual changes in the

ariation between stations within an assessment period in a water-
ody, PA(GR(wb)) described the variation between frame replicates
t a given sampling station and time, and AN described the varia-
ion between divers. As above, PA(GR(wb)) was estimated as the
esidual variation.

Eelgrass shoot density decreased significantly with depth
common slope = −0.31) and there were significant variations
etween waterbodies, whereas log(esd) did not change signifi-
antly between the four months with monitoring data or between
he three assessment periods, neither in general (ap)  nor specific
o waterbodies (wb × ap)  (Table 3). Random variations were largest
etween divers and frame replicates, whereas interannual varia-
ions within assessment periods, variation between stations within
aterbodies and interannual changes in this spatial pattern among

ears were smaller (Table 3). However, the variance estimate for
he variation between divers was relatively uncertain, since the

onitoring program was not specifically designed to capture this
ariation, e.g. by rotating divers between years and stations.

The log-transformation of esd implies that these variances for
andom variations can be interpreted as relative errors (using

he transformation exp
(√

V [ ]
)

− 1, where V[] is the variance

f the random factor). Using this formula we found that eelgrass
hoot density typically varied by ±36% among frame replicates

laced by the same diver, whereas different divers would increase
he random variation additionally by ±29%. Consequently, varia-
ion between frame replicates at the same station but placed by
ifferent divers would be ±49%. The spatial variation between
0.0125 – 0.0376
– – 0.0367
0.0042 – 0.0805

stations within a waterbody was smaller (±12%) than the patch-
iness between frame replicates, and changes in this spatial pattern
over years had a similar magnitude (±18%). The overall variation
between years within assessment periods was ±13%. The total vari-
ation accumulated to ±59% between two randomly selected frame
samples from the entire population (eelgrass shoot density across
all meadows in a waterbody over six years).

4.1.3. Calculating eelgrass shoot density indicator value and
uncertainty

The calculation of indicator value (L�*) and its variance (V∗
Lˇ

)

can be illustrated using data from Lomma  Bay. During the three
assessment periods 288, 192 and 96 frames were sampled, dis-
tributed over 4, 10 and 4 stations, and sampled by 4, 2 and 1 divers,
respectively (Table 4). Using the variance estimates (Table 3) for
calculating the covariance matrix V as well as fixing parameters for
the depth relationship (slope) and seasonal variation (four months’
estimates) to those obtained from analyzing the large dataset, the
mean log(esd) was estimated as 6.75, 6.48, and 6.54 for the three
assessment periods (for a standard depth of 3 m and averaged
over July–October, i.e. L =

[
1, 1, 3, 1

4 , 1
4 , 1

4 , 1
4

]
, respectively, corre-

sponding to geometric means of 852, 653, and 694 shoots per m2).
The standard errors of the of the mean log(esd) for the three

assessment periods were 0.15, 0.21, and 0.27, corresponding to rel-
ative uncertainties for the geometric means of 17%, 23%, and 32%.
For the eelgrass shoot density the 95% confidence interval for the
geometric means were [636;1143], [442;965], and [408;1180]. If
the boundary for good environmental status for this indicator was
set at 500 shoots per m2, then confidences of complying with this
boundary were 99.98%, 90.98%, and 88.66% for the three assess-
ment periods, respectively. Thus, the confidence of compliance was
lower for 2007–2012 than for 2001–2006 even though the geo-
metric mean was higher in the more recent assessment period.
The reason is that the mean log(esd) was  more uncertain for the
2007–2012 period, because it was based on fewer observations, and
consequently, the distribution of the indicator had heavier tails.

However, it is not simply the number of observations that deter-
mines the uncertainty of the indicator; it is the actual distribution of
samples across stations, years and divers. Using Eq. (7) proxy meas-
ures for the variance contribution of the different random effects
to the average of log(esd) observations were calculated (Table 4).
For all three assessment periods the variation between divers was
the largest source of uncertainty, contributing between 78% and
93% of the total variance. Variation among stations was the second
largest source of uncertainty. Moreover, the variance contribution
from interannual variation was  zero for the first two assessment
periods, because all six years were sampled.

The variance contribution from divers and stations was  not
strongly reduced despite the many samples due to limited replica-

tion of these two  factors. In fact, all samples during 2007–2012 were
carried out by a single diver, implying that the variance of the mean
log(esd) could not be less than 0.066 (Table 4), because the same
diver-specific error affected all samples during this assessment
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Table  4
The variance contribution of the different random effects to the average log(esd) in Lomma  Bay for the three assessment periods calculated using Eq. (7). The variance estimate
in  the second column is from Table 3 and used for comparison.

Random effect Variance estimate 1996–2000 2001–2006 2007–2012

k= Var. contribution k= Var. contribution k= Var. contribution

GR(wb) 0.01241 4 0.00323 14% 10 0.00145 3% 4 0.00543 7%
YR(wb  × ap) 0.01529 6 0.00000 0% 6 0.00000 0% 5 0.00062 1%
GR  × YR(wb × ap)  0.02761 19 0.00158 7% 25 0.00124 3% 11 0.00280 4%
AN  0.06551 4 0.01820 78% 2 0.04094 93% 1 0.06551 87%

1% 192 0.00049 1% 96 0.00098 1%

00% 0.04413 100% 0.07534 100%
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Table 5
Estimates and significance of random effects for chlorophyll a in Eq. (10). Wald’s
Z-tests for random effects were calculated using asymptotic standard errors for the
variance estimates.

Random effects Var. estimate SE of estimate Z P (Z > 0)

GR(wb) 0.06716 0.01946 3.45 0.0003
YR(wb  × ap) 0.01386 0.00369 3.76 <0.0001
SE × YR(wb × ap)  0.16154 0.00523 30.88 <0.0001
PA(GR(wb))  0.09394 288 0.00033 

Total  0.21477 0.02334 1

eriod. Since this source of variation was quite dominant, it will
e important to reduce this uncertainty in future monitoring. This
an be done by (1) developing a more precise guidance for placing
rames to reduce variation between divers and (2) using (rotating)

ore divers in the monitoring.

.2. Chlorophyll a

The uncertainty components associated with assessing the sur-
ace (top 10 m)  chlorophyll a (chla) concentration were examined
sing observations from the Danish and Swedish national moni-
oring programs covering the WFD  type NEA8b (Northeast Atlantic
b). The chla observations were distributed over 89 monitor-

ng stations representing 39 WFD  waterbodies (wb) (Fig. 2) and
panned a 30-year period (1985–2014), which was divided into
ve assessment periods (ap) of six years each. As for most mon-

toring programs the distribution of samples among waterbodies
as heterogeneous (Table S2), and many waterbodies were repre-

ented by a single station implying that sources of spatial variation
ould not be determined for such waterbodies. Hence, the random
actors were determined from the combined dataset using the log-
ransform of chla and assuming that random variations had the
ame magnitude across waterbodies on a relative scale.

.2.1. Estimating variance components from the entire dataset
It was assumed that the uncertainty associated with sampling

evices and measurement of the sample was small, and there-
ore uncertainties associated with sampling properties in time and
pace were considered only.

og(chla) = wb + ap + wb × ap + GR(wb)  + YR(wb × ap)  + se(wb)

+ SE × YR(wb × ap)  + GR × YR(wb × ap)

+ SE × GR(wb × ap)  + IR (10)

The first three fixed effects in Eq. (10) were used to describe the
ariations between combinations of waterbodies and assessment
eriods, i.e. each combination had its own mean value (see Section
.2.2). The remaining fixed effect (se(wb)) described the seasonal
ariation specific to each waterbody using a monthly resolution.
R(wb) described the random variation among stations within
aterbodies, YR(wb × ap)  described the random variation between

ears within an assessment period in a waterbody, SE × YR(wb × ap)
escribed interannual changes in the seasonal pattern within
he same waterbody and assessment period, GR × YR(wb × ap)
escribed the variation between stations among years within
he same waterbody and assessment period, SE × GR(wb × ap)
escribed changes in the seasonal pattern among stations within
he same waterbody and assessment period, and the residual vari-

tion described irregular temporal variation (IR) between chla
amples taken within the same month at the same station. The
mall-scale spatial variation (patchiness) could not be assessed
rom the data, since stations were not spatially subsampled, and it
GR  × YR(wb × ap) 0.02999 0.00354 8.47 <0.0001
SE  × GR(wb × ap)  0.02238 0.00289 7.73 <0.0001
IR  0.35203 0.00386 91.09 <0.0001

was therefore implicitly included as part of the large-scale spatial
variation (GR(wb)).

Irregular variation was  the largest source of uncertainty
(Table 5), suggesting that variation between samples taken at the
same station and month could vary by ±81% (using the transforma-

tion exp
(√

V [ ]
)

− 1). The second largest source of uncertainty

was the interannual changes in the seasonal pattern within an
assessment period, deviating from the common seasonal varia-
tion of the waterbody by ±49%. Random spatial variation among
stations within waterbodies was  ±30%, and the spatial variation
changed between years by ±19% and between seasons by ±16%.
Interannual variation was the smallest random variation changing
±12% between years. The total variation between two randomly
selected chla surface samples within the entire waterbodies and
assessment period was  ±124%, i.e. more than a factor two  variation.

4.2.2. Calculating chlorophyll a indicator value and uncertainty
Three different waterbodies, each having five assessment peri-

ods, were used to show the calculation of the chlorophyll a indica-
tor value (L�*) and variance (V∗

Lˇ
). The mean chla was  calculated for

each combination of waterbody and assessment period using fixed
effect parameters for the mean and seasonal variation obtained
from the large dataset, i.e. ˇ∗ =

[
ˇ∗

est ; ˇfix

]
= [�∗; �, se1, . . .,  se12].

The corresponding linear combination for calculating the indicator
was L =

[
1, 1, 1

12 , 1
12 , 1

12 , 1
12 , 1

12 , 1
12 , 1

12 , 1
12 , 1

12 , 1
12 , 1

12 , 1
12

]
.

Temporal trends at each waterbody were described by five
mean values representing assessment periods, and a fixed seasonal
variation common to all years were estimated for each water-
body (Fig. 3). The seasonal variation changed from a bimodal
pattern in the open waters to unimodal pattern in shallow estu-
aries more strongly influenced by land-based nutrient inputs. For
the three sites, the number of samples available for calculating the
chlorophyll a indicator varied from 11 to 765 for combinations of
waterbody and assessment period. Variances of the indicator val-
ues were computed using the variance estimates of the random
factors (Table 5) and the finite population correction factor fpc
for V[YR(wb × ap)] and V[SE × YR(wb × ap)]. For most assessment

periods at the three sites fpc = 0, because all years and months
had been monitored. Nevertheless, fpc > 0 for the first assessment
period in Central Sound coastal water and Hevring Bay as well as
for the last assessment period in Hevring Bay, where only two  years
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Fig. 2. Danish and Swedish water quality monitoring stations located within the WFD  type NEA8b. WFD  waterbodies are delineated with gray lines. The number of stations
within each waterbody can be found in Table S2.
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Fig. 3. Estimated mean chlorophyll a levels (January–December) for 6-year assessment periods (left panel) and the estimated fixed seasonal variation (right panel) for three
different coastal waterbodies, ranging from open coastal, embayment and estuary. The dashed lines (left) and the error bars (right) show the 95% confidence interval for the
means  of the assessment period and the fixed seasonal pattern, respectively. The number of observations used to compute the means of the assessment period is listed above
the  mean.
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ig. 4. The relative variance contributions (using Eq. (7)) to the chlorophyll a indi-
ator mean for the five assessment periods in (A) Central Sound coastal water, (B)
evring Bay, and (C) Skive Fjord.

nd 12 months of data were available (in the latter case fpc = 0.67
nd 0.83 for the two random factors with finite population cor-
ection factor). Overall, the confidence intervals of the mean chla
ere relatively wider when the mean was based on fewer obser-

ations, whereas many observations resulted in higher precision of
he mean estimate (Fig. 3).

If the boundary for good ecological status was  set at 1.5 �g L−1

or Central Sound coastal water, the geometric chla mean would
omply with good ecological status in four out of five of the assess-
ent periods with probabilities of 84%, 87%, 51%, 57% and 83%,

espectively. Comparing the first two assessment periods it is
bserved that the geometric chla mean is lowest in the first assess-
ent period, but interestingly the probability of achieving good

cological status is lower as well, because the assessment of the first
eriod is based on fewer observations and hence more uncertain,

.e. the distribution of the indicator value is wider.
Irregular temporal variation (IR)  was the largest source of uncer-

ainty for individual observations (Table 5), but the contribution of
his random variation to the chlorophyll a mean over an assessment
eriod was strongly reduced due to many observations (replica-
ions for this factor, cf. Eq. (7)) in each assessment period (Fig. 4).
n most cases, this random variation contributed less than 10% to
he total indicator variance, except for periods with few obser-
ations such as the first assessment period in the Central Sound
oastal water (n = 11) and last assessment period in Hevring Bay
n = 21). Spatial variation between stations (GR) dominated the vari-
nce contribution to the mean chla, because this variation was

elatively large (Table 5) and most assessment periods were mon-
tored using a single station. For the three waterbodies used to
xemplify the calculations, only Skive Fjord was monitored with
ore than one station. In fact, three stations were sampled at least
l Indicators 67 (2016) 306–317 315

biweekly in Skive Fjord until 2009, when the monitoring program
was reduced to a single station. The consequence of this reduc-
tion in monitoring efforts was quite apparent in the chla indicator
uncertainty that almost doubled from 2003–2008 to 2009–2014
(Fig. 3). The chla results clearly show that the spatial variations are
under-sampled, given that an estimate representative of the entire
waterbody should be obtained. Increasing the number of monitor-
ing stations within waterbodies will have a large effect on the chla
indicator uncertainty whereas increasing the monitoring frequency
will only marginally reduce the indicator uncertainty.

5. Discussion

Monitoring data, which are used to assess the ecological status of
a waterbody within the WFD-context, are influenced by many dif-
ferent sources of uncertainty. In order to evaluate and quantify the
confidence any status classification and to minimize uncertainty, by
modifying monitoring designs or accounting for predictable factors,
it is necessary that the contribution of different sources of variabil-
ity to the overall uncertainty can be understood and accounted for
(Clarke and Hering, 2006; Carstensen, 2007; Clarke, 2013; Dromph
et al., 2013). Here we  present a general framework that can be
applied to a wide range of typical aquatic monitoring data, and
we have illustrated the framework with two  examples, using both
benthic and pelagic monitoring data. In addition, the framework
has been applied to a broad range of Swedish monitoring data, both
freshwater and marine water, confirming the general applicability
(www.waters.gu.se). The framework outlines 18 different sources
of uncertainty that could be considered relevant for various types
of monitoring data. Nevertheless, in practice only a subset of these
uncertainty sources can be estimated from regular monitoring data
that have not been specifically sampled to quantify specific sources.
Some of the identifiable uncertainty components may combine
several sources of uncertainty (e.g. for chlorophyll a sampling the
variance between stations within waterbodies includes both large-
and small-scale spatial variation), whereas some sources of random
variation may  not be relevant for specific types of monitoring data.
Overall, we submit that the general framework can be adapted to
analyze the most common types of monitoring data.

5.1. Why  is it important to quantify the different uncertainty
components?

Essentially, for most applications only the variance of an indi-
cator values is of interest, but it is also important that the variance
estimate is based on a correct interpretation of the different sources
of uncertainty. An incorrect representation of the different sources
of uncertainty may  lead to a severe underestimation of the indi-
cator variance. For example, using eelgrass data from Laholm Bay
only the random variation between replicated frames could be esti-
mated, due to lack of replication of other factors such as stations,
years and divers (Table 2). Nevertheless, all the other unquantified
sources of uncertainty affect the observations of eelgrass shoot den-
sity even if they cannot be estimated. This implies that the indicator
variance will be grossly underestimated if it were calculated from
observations in Laholm Bay only (cf. Table 3), as the variance of the
indicator would not include random variation between stations,
years and divers. However, even if all relevant sources of uncer-
tainty were replicated (e.g. Lomma Bay in Table 2), pooling all these
sources together to a single error term will also underestimate the
indicator variance. If a single uncertainty component is employed
it is implicitly assumed that all observation errors are independent,

which never is the case in standard monitoring data. For example
in Lomma  Bay, the 576 observations were distributed over 20 sta-
tions, 17 years and 5 divers (Table S1), implying that the error terms
associated with these factors cannot be independent for all 576

http://www.waters.gu.se/
http://www.waters.gu.se/
http://www.waters.gu.se/
http://www.waters.gu.se/
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ig. 5. Variance estimates for chlorophyll a random factors in the entire dataset and
plit between estuaries and coastal waterbodies. Error bars are the 95% confidence
imits for the variance estimates.

bservations. If this spatial and temporal dependence would have
een ignored and a single error term would have been employed
ith a variance for log(esd) of 0.2148 (Table 4) the variances of

he average log(esd) for the three assessment periods would be
.00075, 0.0521 and 0.01042 (corresponding to incorrect relative
ncertainties for the geometric means of 3%, 7%, and 11%). This is
uch smaller than the variances accounting for the distribution

f error terms between stations, years and divers and 2–5 times
maller than when properly accounting for the dependence accord-
ng to the framework presented here, i.e. the average log(esd) is
.15, 0.20 and 0.27 for the three periods (relative uncertainties for
he geometric means of 16%, 22%, and 31%). Hence, this example
learly demonstrates the importance of quantifying all the major
ncertainty components, and employing a correct representation
f the associated error terms to calculate indicator uncertainty.

Furthermore, it is also important to have good estimates of the
ariances of the uncertainty components for calculating the indica-
or variance. In both examples above, the number of stations within
aterbodies was relatively small and the number of divers mon-

toring eelgrass shoot density was even less (Tables S1 and S2).
herefore, variance estimates for the random variation between
tations and divers will not be well-determined if these are based
n data from a single waterbody only. Consequently, more precise
ariance estimates can be obtained if the uncertainty components
re estimated from a larger dataset, by pooling observations from
everal waterbodies. The consequence of doing so is that the ran-
om variations are assumed to have the same magnitude across all
aterbodies included. Naturally, this assumption can be violated if
ata from many and highly diverse waterbodies are combined.

The waterbodies used in the two examples above were from
estricted regions with somewhat similar characteristics. However,
he chlorophyll a data spanned from enclosed estuaries to open
oastal waterbodies, and it could be argued that variations are
arger in those systems more strongly connected to land. On the
ther hand, chlorophyll a levels in such systems are also expectedly
igher. Hence, the magnitude of random variations in chlorophyll

 is presumably constant relative to the expected mean concentra-
ion, justifying that the analysis was carried out on log-transformed
bservations. In fact, similar variances for the random factors in Eq.
10) were obtained by splitting the large chlorophyll a dataset into
stuarine and coastal stations (Fig. 5), supporting the estimation of
ariance components from a large dataset covering a broad gradient
f waterbodies. Furthermore, appropriate transformation of obser-
ations can account for heteroscedasticity among waterbodies as
ell as within waterbodies.
.2. How can we reduce indicator uncertainty?

Desired properties of ecological indicators are low bias and high
recision. Unbiasedness implies that the calculated indicator is not
l Indicators 67 (2016) 306–317

sensitive to changes in the spatial and temporal distribution of sam-
ples, or the sampling and measurement equipment used. Precision
implies that the calculated indicator provides an estimate close to
the unknown “true indicator value”.

Monitoring data are commonly heterogeneously distributed in
time and space for various reasons. Therefore, statistical analyses
of such heterogeneous data should include a description of tem-
poral and spatial variations, corresponding to the resolution of the
data, to ensure that changes in sampling across assessment periods
will not affect the derived indicator value, i.e. estimated indicators
are unbiased by changes in the sampling program. Similarly, if dif-
ferent sampling or analytical methods as well as different people
(e.g. divers) have been involved in the monitoring, these variations
should be described as part of the statistical analyses to ensure
comparability of indicator values across assessment periods.

These variations in spatial–temporal sampling as well as
sampling and analysis methodology can be accounted for by a
combination of fixed and random effects. Describing variations as
fixed effects has the advantage of reducing the indicator uncer-
tainty, since the variation is predictable and can be accounted for.
However, only a subset of the sources of variation (Table 1) can
be described as fixed effects. Importantly, the variance of the ran-
dom factors decrease the better the model parameterization for the
fixed effects is. Spatial variation was considerable in both examples
above, but for eelgrass shoot density it was  demonstrated that a
large portion of the variation between stations could be explained
by depth differences. Without the depth model for log(esd), the
variance between stations (V[GR] = 0.1138) would be almost 10
times larger, highlighting the importance of incorporating fixed fac-
tors to describe variations and reduce uncertainty. Furthermore,
because the variability among stations was generally the largest
among the spatial and temporal sources, accounting for depth also
had a major influence on the overall uncertainty for a whole assess-
ment period. As an example the overall indicator standard error for
the different periods would have been 0.21, 0.22 and 0.32 if depth
was not accounted for, compared to 0.15, 0.21 and 0.27 in the pro-
posed model, and variation between stations dominated the indi-
cator variance contribution in the first and third assessment period.
It is possible that the random spatial variation could be further
reduced by including fetch and substrate as explanatory variables,
but such information was not available for the present study.

For chlorophyll a, corrections for monthly means were made,
but no attempts were made to explain the spatial variation using
other fixed, environmental factors. It is, however, likely that includ-
ing salinity as covariate could have accounted for some spatial and
temporal variation and thereby improve the indicator precision as
was demonstrated for total nitrogen in Carstensen (2007). More-
over, it is also possible that coupled hydrodynamic-biogeochemical
models can account for a larger fraction of the variation in
chlorophyll a measurements and consequently reduce the
remaining variations, spatial as well as temporal random variations.

5.3. How can uncertainty estimates improve monitoring
networks?

The analyses of variance contributions of different random fac-
tors to the overall indicator uncertainty clearly identify the most
critical sources of uncertainty. For eelgrass shoot density it was
obvious that variation between divers has large consequences on
the uncertainty of eelgrass indicator. This could be due to lack of
clear guidelines on where to place the frames to be representa-
tive of the eelgrass meadow. For chlorophyll a spatial variation

between stations was the largest contribution to indicator vari-
ance. A single station was used to characterize the chlorophyll
a level in most waterbodies (Table S2), and even if the random
variation between stations was not the largest source of uncertainty
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Table 5) the few stations relative to the number of levels of other
andom factors resulted in variation between stations being the
ost important contribution to indicator variance (Fig. 4). Hence,

he uncertainty of the chlorophyll a indicator can only be substan-
ially reduced, provided that more stations within waterbodies are

onitored or that a large part of the spatial variation between sta-
ions can be described using salinity as covariate or through coupled
ydrodynamic-biogeochemical models.

Monitoring programs for assessing status of a waterbody can be
esigned to obtain the most precise indicators under a given finan-
ial frame. If costs associated with ship time, sampling and analysis
re known then the optimal allocation of samples in time and space
an be found as a minimization problem (minimum indicator vari-
nce) under the financial constraint. In the chlorophyll a example
t is possible that shifting sampling efforts to less temporal and

ore spatial sampling will provide a more precise chlorophyll a
ndicator without being more costly. When the status assessment
s based on multiple indicators the optimal monitoring program
an be determined by minimizing a weighted average of the indi-
ators’ variances. Thus, quantification of the different uncertainty
omponents affecting monitoring data used for calculating ecolog-
cal indicators allows for optimal distribution of samples in time
nd space.
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